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SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS TO COAGULATION EQUATIONS
WITH TIME-DEPENDENT TAILS: THE CASE OF HOMOGENEITY
SMALLER THAN ONE
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Abstract. We prove the existence of a one-parameter family of self-similar solutions with
time-dependent tails for Smoluchowski’s coagulation equation, for a class of rate kernels
K(x, y) which are homogeneous of degree γ ∈ (−∞, 1) and satisfy K(x, 1) ∼ x−a as x→ 0,
for a = 1− γ. In particular, for small values of a parameter ρ > 0 we establish the existence
of a positive self-similar solution with finite mass and asymptotics A(t)x−(2+ρ) as x → ∞,
with A(t) ∼ ρt ρ1−γ .
1. Introduction
Smoluchowski’s coagulation equation is a widely used mean-field model, originally derived
by Smoluchowski in 1916 [15], for the description of general coalescence phenomena where
particles grow by successive mergers. It applies to homogeneous dilute systems of clusters
which are fully identified by their mass and can coagulate through binary collisions. If f(x, t)
denotes the number density of clusters of size x > 0 at time t, then the dynamics of f is
governed by the equation
∂tf(x, t) =
1
2
∫ x
0
K(x− y, y)f(x− y, t)f(y, t) dy −
∫ ∞
0
K(x, y)f(x, t)f(y, t) dy , (1.1)
where the microscopic details of the specific merging process are contained in the so-called
rate kernel K. We refer to the surveys [8, 9] for a basic physical introduction and an overview
of mathematical results on coagulation models, as well as to the references therein.
In this paper we are interested in the study of the class of homogeneous kernels of degree
γ ∈ (−∞, 1) characterized by
K(x, 1) ∼ 1
xa
as x→ 0, a = 1− γ . (1.2)
This includes, for instance, the general sum kernel K(x, y) = yx−a +xy−a. Such kernels have
already been reported as peculiar in the physics literature, see in particular Section 4.2 in
[18], and [17].
A central question in the understanding of the dynamics of (1.1) is whether solutions with
finite mass exhibit a universal self-similar form as time tends to infinity:
f(x, t) ∼ fS(x, t) = 1
s(t)2
Φ
( x
s(t)
)
, t→∞, (1.3)
with the mean particle size s(t)→∞ as t→∞ and the self-similar profile Φ to be determined,
depending on the coagulation kernel K but not on the specific initial datum. Despite several
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formal computations supporting this hypothesis, only partial results are available from the
rigorous point of view. These include in particular the case of the three solvable kernels
(the constant kernel K(x, y) = 2, the additive kernel K(x, y) = x + y and the multiplicative
kernel K(x, y) = xy), for which self-similar solutions can be computed explicitly via Laplace
transform and their domain of attraction can be fully characterized, see [3, 10, 16]. However,
the existence of self-similar solutions with finite mass has been established also for a large
class of kernels homogeneous of degree γ < 1, see in particular [5, 6], and some properties of
these solutions have been investigated in [2, 4, 7]. More recently, the first existence results
of fat tail solutions were obtained in [13] for the diagonal kernel, in [14] for homogeneous
kernels of degree γ ∈ [0, 1) satisfying the bound K(x, y) ≤ C(xγ + yγ), and in [11] for a class
of singular kernels homogeneous of degree γ ∈ (−∞, 1) such that
C1
(
x−ayb + xby−a
) ≤ K(x, y) ≤ C2(x−ayb + xby−a) , a > 0, b < 1, γ = b− a, (1.4)
including for instance the classical Smoluchowski’s kernel. Much less is known about the
question of uniqueness of self-similar profiles with given decay behaviour at infinity, which
has so far been answered only for a the special case of kernels close to the constant one [12].
It is the purpose of this work to establish the existence of a new one-parameter family
of nonnegative self-similar solutions with finite mass and time-dependent tails (see (1.16))
for the class of kernels homogeneous of degree γ ∈ (−∞, 1) satisfying (1.2). In particular,
this corresponds to the choice b = 1 in (1.4), a case that has not been treated before. In
our main result, see Theorem 1.2, we show indeed that for every small value of a parameter
ρ ∈ (0, ρ∗), for some ρ∗ > 0, there is such a solution whose asymptotic behaviour at infinity
is characterized in terms of ρ.
We remark that we performed a similar analysis in [1] for rate kernels homogeneous of degree
one and not diagonally dominant, obtaining by the same methods used here an analogous
family of self-similar solutions with time-dependent tails. However, a significant difference
is that in the case considered here the solution exhibits a very strong variation in a small
transition layer. This can be seen by working in exponential variables, see (3.1): in these
variables the solution grows rapidly from values close to 0 to values of order one in a small
interval of order ρ around the origin. Such behaviour makes the analysis more involved than
in the case treated in [1].
Self-similar solutions. We now formulate the precise assumptions on the rate kernels that
we consider in this work: K is a continuous, nonnegative and symmetric map, homogeneous
of degree γ ∈ (−∞, 1):
K ∈ C((0,∞)× (0,∞)), K(x, y) = K(y, x) ≥ 0 for all x, y ∈ (0,∞), (1.5)
K(αx, αy) = αγK(x, y) for all x, y ∈ (0,∞), α > 0. (1.6)
Moreover, we assume that the following stronger version of (1.2) holds:
|xaK(x, 1)− 1| ≤ K0xδ for every x ∈ (0, 2), a = 1− γ (1.7)
for constants K0 > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1) (we also assume without loss of generality that δ < a).
Notice that, by homogeneity, (1.7) also settles the behaviour of the kernel K(·, 1) at infinity:
indeed, K(x, 1) = xγK(1, 1x) ∼ xγxa = x as x→∞, and more precisely
K(x, 1) ≤ (K0 + 1)x for every x > 1. (1.8)
Self-similar solutions with finite mass have the form (1.3) for suitable functions s(t) (rep-
resenting the growth of the average particle size) and Φ (the self-similar profile): by plugging
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this ansatz into (1.1) and using the fact that the kernel has homogeneity γ = 1−a, we obtain
an explicitly solvable ordinary differential equation for s(t)
ds
dt
= bs(t)γ ,
and that the self-similar profile Φ solves the integro-differential equation
b
[−2Φ(ξ)− ξΦ′(ξ)] = 1
2
∫ ξ
0
K(ξ − η, η)Φ(ξ − η)Φ(η) dη −
∫ ∞
0
K(ξ, η)Φ(ξ)Φ(η) dη , (1.9)
for a real constant b > 0. We get for the mean particle size
s(t) =
(
(1− γ)bt) 11−γ . (1.10)
We next define the notion of a weak solution Φ to (1.9): multiplying the equation by ξ, after
a change of variables and a (formal) application of Fubini’s Theorem we obtain that Φ solves
b∂ξ
(
ξ2Φ(ξ)
)
= ∂ξ
(∫ ξ
0
∫ ∞
ξ−η
K(η, ζ)ηΦ(η)Φ(ζ) dζ dη
)
,
which, after integration in ξ, yields the weaker form of the equation for a self-similar profile:
bξ2Φ(ξ) =
∫ ξ
0
∫ ∞
ξ−η
K(η, ζ)ηΦ(η)Φ(ζ) dζ dη . (1.11)
We also introduce the mass and the γ-moment of Φ:
M(Φ) :=
∫ ∞
0
ξΦ(ξ) dξ , Mγ(Φ) :=
∫ ∞
0
ξγΦ(ξ) dξ .
Remark 1.1 (Scaling). Equation (1.11) has the following scale-invariance property: if Φ solves
(1.11), then the rescaled function Φ˜(ξ) = λΦ(µξ), for λ, µ > 0, solves
λb
µ1+γ
ξ2Φ˜(ξ) =
∫ ξ
0
∫ ∞
ξ−η
K(η, ζ)ηΦ˜(η)Φ˜(ζ) dζ dη
with
M(Φ˜) =
λ
µ2
M(Φ) , Mγ(Φ˜) =
λ
µ1+γ
Mγ(Φ) .
Notice in particular that the coefficient b in the equation and the γ-moment of the solution
scale with the same factor - in other words, the equation is left invariant by a rescaling that
fixes the γ-moment. By choosing the two parameters λ and µ we can then normalize the mass
and the γ-moment of the solution.
Main result. By formal asymptotics (see Section 2), one finds that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the coefficient b in equation (1.11) and the decay behaviour of the
corresponding solution Φ. In particular, if Φ(ξ) ∼ ξ−(2+ρ) as ξ →∞, for ρ > 0, then
b =
1 + ρ
ρ
Mγ(Φ) . (1.12)
Therefore, in view of Remark 1.1 without loss of generality we look for a normalized solution
Φ to the following problem:
ξ2Φ(ξ) =
∫ ξ
0
∫ ∞
ξ−η
K(η, ζ)ηΦ(η)Φ(ζ) dζ dη , with M(Φ) = 1, Mγ(Φ) =
ρ
1 + ρ
. (1.13)
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The main finding of the paper is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that the kernel K satisfies assumptions (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7). Then
there exists ρ∗ > 0 such that for every ρ ∈ (0, ρ∗) there is a positive, continuous solution Φρ
to (1.13), satisfying in addition
c1ρ
ξ2
e−
2
a
ξ−a ≤ Φρ(ξ) ≤ c2ρ
ξ2
e−
1
2a
ξ−a as ξ → 0, (1.14)
Φρ(ξ) =
kρρ
ξ2+ρ
+ o
( 1
ξ2+ρ
)
as ξ →∞, (1.15)
for a constant kρ → 1 as ρ→ 0.
It is worth to remark that the self-similar solutions obtained in Theorem 1.2 have time-
dependent tails. Indeed, the asymptotics as x→∞ of the self-similar solution fS correspond-
ing to the self-similar profile Φρ, according to (1.3) and (1.10), is
fS(x, t) ∼ A(t)
x2+ρ
, A(t) = kρρ((1− γ)t)
ρ
1−γ . (1.16)
In this respect, they differ from the fat tail solutions whose existence has been established so
far for kernels with homogeneity γ < 1 in [11, 14].
By analogy with the case of homogeneity equal to one, we expect that there is a critical
ρcrit ∈ (0,∞] such that solutions as in Theorem 1.2 exist for any ρ ∈ (0, ρcrit), and in addition
there is a solution bounded exponentially for ρ = ρcrit. A conjecture of the precise decay of
such a solution is given in [17] via self-consistent arguments.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is carried out in a sequence of steps and results from the combina-
tion of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 5.1, and Theorem 6.3 below (whose statements are formulated
in different variables, see (3.1)). We will explain at the end of Section 6 how to bring to-
gether all the intermediate results in order to get the final statement. The strategy leading
to Theorem 1.2 is close in spirit to that developed in [1] for a similar analysis in the case of
homogeneous kernels of degree one.
The first step (Theorem 3.1) consists in establishing the existence of a continuous solution
to (1.13) and mainly rests on an application of Banach Fixed Point Theorem in a space of
functions with suitable decay at ±∞ (in the new variables). This is carried out in Section 3,
which contains the main argument, and Section 4, where many technical estimates needed
along the proof are collected.
As a second step, we determine in Section 5 the exact decay behaviour of the solution at
the origin (Theorem 5.1). Notice that (5.2) is actually a more precise condition than (1.14),
but has the disadvantage of being expressed in terms of an implicit function ψρ depending on
the solution itself (see in particular Remark 5.2 for more details).
Finally, in Section 6 we find the exact asymptotics of the solution at infinity (Theorem 6.3).
This is significantly more involved than the proof of the asymptotics at the origin, and requires
in particular an additional estimate on the Lipschitz constant of the solution.
2. Heuristics
We present a formal justification for the relation (1.12) between the coefficient b in the
equation (1.11) and the exponent ρ describing the decay behaviour of the solution at infinity.
Let us make the ansatz that a self-similar profile Φ exists with Φ(ξ) ∼ k(ρ)ξ−(2+ρ) as ξ →∞.
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We formally compute the asymptotics as ξ →∞ of the integral∫ ξ
0
∫ ∞
ξ−η
K(η, ζ)ηΦ(η)Φ(ζ) dζ dη
appearing on the right-hand side of (1.11). In order to exploit the assumption (1.7) on the
kernel, we examine separately the contributions of the regions where ζ ≤ εη, ζ ≥ 1εη for a
small ε > 0 (the contribution of the remaining part being negligible, as we will see).
In the case ζ ≤ εη, the variable η is close to ξ (up to errors converging to zero as ε → 0),
and by homogeneity of the kernel and by (1.2) we have K(η, ζ) ∼ ηζ−a. Then∫ ξ
ξ
1+ε
dη
∫ εη
ξ−η
K(η, ζ)ηΦ(η)Φ(ζ) dζ ∼ k(ρ)ξ2ξ−(2+ρ)
∫ ξ
ξ
1+ε
dη
∫ εη
ξ−η
ζ−aΦ(ζ) dζ
= k(ρ)ξ−ρ
∫ εξ
1+ε
0
dζ ζ−aΦ(ζ)
∫ ξ
ξ−ζ
dη + k(ρ)ξ−ρ
∫ εξ
εξ
1+ε
dζ ζ−aΦ(ζ)
∫ ξ
ζ
ε
dη
= k(ρ)ξ−ρ
∫ εξ
1+ε
0
ζγΦ(ζ) dζ + k(ρ)ξ−ρ
∫ εξ
εξ
1+ε
ζ−aΦ(ζ)
(
ξ − ζ
ε
)
dζ .
In the limit as ξ →∞ the first term converges to k(ρ)Mγ(Φ)ξ−ρ, while the second term gives
a higher order contribution, since using the power law for Φ we have∣∣∣∣ξ−ρ ∫ εξεξ
1+ε
ζ−aΦ(ζ)
(
ξ − ζ
ε
)
dζ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cξ−ρξ−aξ−(2+ρ)ξ2 ≤ Cξ−2ρ−a .
We next consider the region where ζ ≥ 1εη. Here we can use the approximation of Φ(ζ) by
means of the power law, since ζ is large; moreover by the properties of the kernel we have
K(η, ζ) ∼ ζη−a. Then∫ ξ
0
dη
∫ ∞
max{ξ−η, η
ε
}
K(η, ζ)ηΦ(η)Φ(ζ) dζ ∼ k(ρ)
∫ ξ
0
dη
∫ ∞
max{ξ−η, η
ε
}
ηγζΦ(η)ζ−(2+ρ) dζ
= k(ρ)
∫ εξ
1+ε
0
dη ηγΦ(η)
∫ ∞
ξ−η
ζ−(1+ρ) dζ + k(ρ)
∫ ξ
εξ
1+ε
dη ηγΦ(η)
∫ ∞
η
ε
ζ−(1+ρ) dζ .
The contribution of the second term is negligible as before. For the first term we have instead
k(ρ)
∫ εξ
1+ε
0
dη ηγΦ(η)
∫ ∞
ξ−η
ζ−(1+ρ) dζ =
k(ρ)
ρ
∫ εξ
1+ε
0
ηγΦ(η)(ξ − η)−ρ dη
∼ k(ρ)
ρ
ξ−ρ
∫ εξ
1+ε
0
ηγΦ(η) dη ∼ k(ρ)
ρ
Mγ(Φ)ξ
−ρ .
Finally it remains to consider the contribution from the region where εη < ζ < 1εη: in this
case we can use the power law for Φ to deduce that this term is also of order ξ−2ρ−a, therefore
negligible. By collecting all the contributions, we obtain that the approximation of (1.11) for
ξ →∞ is
bk(ρ)ξ−ρ ∼ k(ρ)Mγ(Φ)ξ−ρ + k(ρ)
ρ
Mγ(Φ)ξ
−ρ ,
which provides a formal justification for (1.12).
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3. Existence of self-similar profiles via fixed point
In this section we formulate the issue of the existence of a self-similar profile solving equation
(1.13) as a fixed point problem, and we show in Theorem 3.1 how it can be solved by Banach’s
Contraction Theorem. We postpone to the following section all the technical estimates needed
along the proof.
It is convenient to introduce a new coordinate system: we set
ρh(x) = ξ2Φ(ξ) , ξ = e
x
ρ . (3.1)
In the new variables the equation (1.13) for a self-similar profile Φ becomes
h(x) =
1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ ∞
x+ρ ln(1−e
y−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz , (3.2)
with the two constraints
M(h) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
h(x) dx = 1 , Mγ(h) :=
1
ρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
x
h(x) dx =
1
1 + ρ
. (3.3)
The domain of integration in the right-hand side of (3.2) is depicted in Figure 1, left. It will
be sometimes convenient to split the region Ωρ below the y-axis into two subregions, due to
the different behaviour of the kernel (Figure 1, right):
Ωρ :=
{
(y, z) ∈ R2 : y < x, x+ ρ ln(1− e y−xρ ) < z < x} ,
Aρ :=
{
(y, z) ∈ Ωρ : x− ρ ln 2 < z < x
}
, (3.4)
Bρ :=
{
(y, z) ∈ Ωρ : z < x− ρ ln 2
}
.
For future reference we gather here all the needed properties of the kernel in the regions of
integration defined above: firstly, if z < x− ρ ln 2, then
e
z−x
ρ ∈ (0, 12) , x− ρ ln 2 < x+ ρ ln(1− e
z−x
ρ ) < x ; (3.5)
this is in particular the case if (y, z) ∈ Bρ. In Aρ and Bρ the kernel is bounded by assumption
(1.7) and by (1.8) respectively as follows:
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1) ≤ (1 + 2δK0)e−
a
ρ
y
for every (y, z) ∈ Aρ, (3.6)
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1) ≤ (1 +K0)e
y−z
ρ for every (y, z) ∈ Bρ, (3.7)
and moreover, using one more time (1.7) and the homogeneity of the kernel, one also has
|K(e y−zρ , 1)− e y−zρ | ≤ K0e
1−δ
ρ
(y−z)
for (y, z) ∈ Bρ . (3.8)
Definition of the parameters. We now define the various parameters appearing in the
proof, pointing out the mutual dependences between them. First recall that K0, a = 1 − γ
and δ are the coefficients appearing in (1.7), which depend only on the properties of the
kernel. We fix three constants
m > max{a+ 1, 3a}, L0 > 1
a
ln(4m), ρ0 ∈ (0, 1). (3.9)
In addition, we introduce two more free parameters
L ≥ L0, ρ ∈ (0, ρ0), (3.10)
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(x, x)
z = x+ ρ ln(1− e
y−x
ρ )
Ωρ
y
z
(x, x)
x− ρ ln 2
x− ρ ln 2
z = x+ ρ ln(1− e
y−x
ρ )
Aρ
Bρ
y
z
Figure 1. Left: the domain of integration in the right-hand side of equation
(3.2), made up of the two regions above and below the y-axis (the second one
denoted by Ωρ). Right: the two regions Aρ, Bρ in which we divide the domain
Ωρ, where the kernel has different decay behaviours; see (3.4).
which will be chosen at the end of the proof, depending on all the other constants. In
particular, L will be chosen sufficiently large, and in turn ρ small, depending also on L.
Throughout the paper it will always be assumed that ρ and L satisfy the additional condition
ρe(2a+2)L < c0 , (3.11)
where c0 is the constant defined in Lemma 4.2 (depending on all the other parameters).
Finally, we will denote by C a generic constant, possibly changing from line to line, depending
only on K0, a, δ, m, L0 and ρ0, but not on ρ ∈ (0, ρ0) and L > L0.
For L and ρ satisfying (3.10) and (3.11), we introduce the space
XL,ρ :=
{
h ∈ C(R\{Lρ}) : M(h) = 1, Mγ(h) = 11+ρ , |h(x)| ≤ 2eω(x)
}
(3.12)
with norm
‖h‖ := sup
x∈R
|h(x)|
eω(x)
,
where M(h) and Mγ(h) are the quantities appearing in (3.3) and the exponent ω(x) is defined
as
ω(x) :=

m
ρ (x+ Lρ) if x ≤ −Lρ,
0 if − Lρ < x < Lρ,
−12(x− Lρ) if x ≥ Lρ.
(3.13)
We will look for a solution to (3.2) in the class XL,ρ as a fixed point of a suitable operator,
which we now define.
Approximation of the equation. We first introduce, for h ∈ XL,ρ, the function
Q[h](y) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
e
a
ρ
(y−z)
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(z) dz , (3.14)
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which is uniformly close to 1 in the interval (−∞, Lρ), provided that ρ is small enough (see
Lemma 4.2). We also define
ψρ[h](x) =
1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
e
−a
ρ
y
Q[h](y) dy , x < Lρ . (3.15)
We consider two different approximations of equation (3.2), valid in the regions {x < Lρ}
and {x ≥ Lρ} respectively. Precisely, we write
h(x) =
1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
Q[h](y)h(y) dy +R[h](x) , x < Lρ, (3.16)
h(x) =
1
1 + ρ
∫ ∞
x
h(z) dz +R[h](x) , x ≥ Lρ, (3.17)
where the remainder term R[h] has the expression (recall the normalization Mγ(h) =
1
1+ρ)
R[h](x) = −1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ x+ρ ln(1−e y−xρ )
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz , x < Lρ, (3.18)
R[h](x) = −1
ρ
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
y
h(y) dy
∫ ∞
x
h(z) dz
+
1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ ∞
x
(
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)− e−aρ y
)
h(y)h(z) dz
+
1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
y−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz , x ≥ Lρ. (3.19)
We can solve explicitly the equations (3.16)–(3.17) by treating the term R as a remainder.
This leads to the definition of a map T : XL,ρ → C(R\{Lρ}),
T [h](x) :=
{
k1(h)e
−ψρ[h](x) + R˜[h](x) for x < Lρ,
k2(h)
1+ρ e
− 1
1+ρ
(x−Lρ)
+ R˜[h](x) for x ≥ Lρ, (3.20)
where k1(h) and k2(h) are integration constants, depending on h, that will be fixed later, and
R˜[h] is defined as
R˜[h](x) = R[h](x)− 1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h](y)R[h](y) dy , x < Lρ, (3.21)
R˜[h](x) = R[h](x)− 1
1 + ρ
∫ x
Lρ
e
1
1+ρ
(y−x)
R[h](y) dy , x ≥ Lρ. (3.22)
By construction a fixed point h ∈ XL,ρ of the map T is indeed a solution to (3.16)–(3.17)
and, in turn, to (3.2). The two arbitrary constants k1(h), k2(h) will be chosen in Lemma 4.8
in order to satisfy the constraints (3.3).
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.1 (Fixed point). There exist L¯ ≥ L0 and a map ρ¯ : (L¯,∞) → (0, ρ0) with the
following property. For every L > L¯ and for every ρ ∈ (0, ρ¯(L)) the map T has a unique fixed
point in XL,ρ, that is, there exists a unique h ∈ XL,ρ such that T [h] = h.
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Proof. In view of Lemma 4.8, we can select the two arbitrary constants k1(h), k2(h) so that
the constraints (4.19) are satisfied, for all L > L1 and ρ ∈ (0, ρ1(L)). In order to show that
T maps XL,ρ into itself, it only remains to show the bound
|T [h](x)| ≤ 2eω(x). (3.23)
This is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.5, Lemma 4.7 and of the first condition in (4.20).
Indeed, for x ≤ −Lρ we have
|T [h](x)| ≤ 3
2
e−ψρ[h](x) + Cρe(m+a+2)Le
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
(4.7)
≤
(3
2
+ Cρe(m+a+2)L
)
eω(x) .
Similarly, using again Lemma 4.7 and (4.20), we have for x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ)
|T [h](x)| ≤ 3
2
+ Cρe(a+2)L ,
and for x ≥ Lρ
|T [h](x)| ≤ 3
2
e
− 1
1+ρ
(x−Lρ)
+ C
(
e−aL + ρeaL
)
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ) ≤
(3
2
+ Ce−aL + CρeaL
)
eω(x) .
It follows from the previous estimates that the condition (3.23) is satisfied, provided we choose
L large enough and, in turn, ρ sufficiently small, depending on L. More precisely, there exists
L2 ≥ L1 and a map ρ2 : (L2,∞)→ (0, ρ0) such that for every L > L2 and ρ ∈ (0, ρ2(L)) one
has T (XL,ρ) ⊂ XL,ρ.
We finally show that the map T is a contraction in XL,ρ:
‖T [h1]− T [h2]‖ ≤ θ‖h1 − h2‖ (3.24)
for every h1, h2 ∈ XL,ρ, for some θ < 1. Arguing as before, we use (4.20), (4.8) (with y = Lρ),
and (4.15), to obtain for x ≤ −Lρ
|T [h1](x)− T [h2](x)|
≤ |k1(h1)− k1(h2)|e−ψρ[h1](x) + k1(h2)|e−ψρ[h1](x) − e−ψρ[h2](x)|+ |R˜[h1](x)− R˜[h2](x)|
≤
(1
2
+ Cρe(2a+2)L + Cρe(m+4a+4)L
)
‖h1 − h2‖e
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
.
Similarly we have for x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ)
|T [h1](x)− T [h2](x)|
≤ |k1(h1)− k1(h2)|e−ψρ[h1](x) + k1(h2)|e−ψρ[h1](x) − e−ψρ[h2](x)|+ |R˜[h1](x)− R˜[h2](x)|
≤
(1
2
+ Cρe(3a+2)L + Cρe(5a+4)L
)
‖h1 − h2‖ ,
and for x ≥ Lρ
|T [h1](x)− T [h2](x)| ≤ |k2(h1)− k2(h2)|e−
1
1+ρ
(x−Lρ)
+ |R˜[h1](x)− R˜[h2](x)|
≤
(1
2
+ Ce−aL + CρeaL
)
‖h1 − h2‖e− 12 (x−Lρ) .
Hence, by possibly taking a larger L and, in turn, a smaller ρ, we obtain that the condition
(3.24) is satisfied. The conclusion of the theorem follows now from Banach Fixed Point
Theorem. 
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Remark 3.2 (Continuity). Notice that, even if the function T [h] defined in (3.20) might be in
principle discontinuous at the point Lρ, the fixed point constructed in Theorem 3.1 is auto-
matically continuous on R: indeed, the right-hand side of (3.2) is continuous by Lebesgue’s
Dominated Convergence Theorem.
Remark 3.3 (Uniqueness). A consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following weak form of unique-
ness of the solution to (3.2): for a given L > L¯ and for ρ < ρ¯(L), the fixed point h ∈ XL,ρ
coincides with the fixed point in XL′,ρ for every L
′ < L. Indeed, from definition (3.12) of the
space it is clear that h ∈ XL′,ρ, so that the claim follows by the uniqueness of the fixed point
in XL′,ρ. The auxiliary parameter L has been introduced to take into account the transition
layer in which the solution has a strong variation.
4. Technical estimates
We collect in this section the technical estimates needed in the proof of the existence of a
fixed point in Theorem 3.1. Recall that C always denotes a generic constant, depending only
on the kernel K and on m, but not on L and ρ, which may change from line to line. We start
with a lemma showing uniform integral estimates satisfied by any function h ∈ XL,ρ.
Lemma 4.1. For every h ∈ XL,ρ one has
1
ρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy ≤ CeaL , (4.1)
1
ρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
δ−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy ≤ CeaL , (4.2)
where δ is the parameter appearing in (1.7).
Proof. The estimates in the statement follow by inserting the bound |h(x)| ≤ 2eω(x) in the
integrals, see (3.13), and by elementary computations. 
In the next three lemmas we collect some properties of the functions Q[h] and ψρ[h], defined
in (3.14) and (3.15) respectively, which will be instrumental in the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let Q[h] be the function defined in (3.14), for h ∈ XL,ρ. There exists a constant
c0 > 0, depending only on K0, a, δ, and m, such that if ρe
(2a+2)L < c0 then
|Q[h](y)− 1| ≤ 1
2
for y ∈ (−∞, Lρ) , (4.3)
for every h ∈ XL,ρ.
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the constraint M(h) = 1, see (3.3). We consider first
the case y ∈ (−∞,−Lρ): using (1.7)–(1.8)
|Q[h](y)− 1| =
∣∣∣∣ ∫ ∞−∞ eaρ (y−z)K(e y−zρ , 1)h(z) dz −
∫ ∞
−∞
h(z) dz
∣∣∣∣
≤ C
∫ y
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)|h(z)|dz + C
∫ ∞
y
e
δ
ρ
(y−z)|h(z)| dz +
∫ y
−∞
|h(z)| dz (4.4)
≤ C
∫ y
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)
e
m
ρ
(z+Lρ)
dz + C
∫ ∞
y
e
δ
ρ
(y−z)
dz + C
∫ y
−∞
e
m
ρ
(z+Lρ)
dz ≤ Cρ .
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We next consider the case y ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ): arguing as before, we have
|Q[h](y)− 1| ≤ C
∫ y
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)
eω(z) dz + C
∫ ∞
y
e
δ
ρ
(y−z)
dz + C
∫ y
−∞
eω(z) dz
≤ Cρ(1 + L+ e(2a+2)L) . (4.5)
Since the constant C in (4.4)–(4.5) depends only on K0, a, δ, and m, it is clear that (4.3)
holds provided that the quantity ρe(2a+2)L is small enough. 
Remark 4.3. Notice that throughout the paper we always assume that the parameters L and
ρ fulfill condition (3.11). Hence the bound (4.3) is satisfied and, in particular, Q[h] is a
positive function. It also follows from (4.4)–(4.5) that the function Q[h] is uniformly close to
the constant 1, provided ρ is small enough.
Lemma 4.4. For every h1, h2 ∈ XL,ρ and y < Lρ one has∣∣Q[h1](y)−Q[h2](y)∣∣ ≤ Cρe(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖ . (4.6)
Proof. The proof of (4.6) follows by estimates entirely similar to the ones in the proof of
Lemma 4.2, using the inequality |h1(z) − h2(z)| ≤ ‖h1 − h2‖eω(z). We omit the details
here. 
Lemma 4.5. Let ψρ[h] be the function defined in (3.15), for h ∈ XL,ρ. Then the map
x 7→ e−ψρ[h](x)− 2mρ x is monotone non-decreasing for x ∈ (−∞,−Lρ). (4.7)
In turn, also the maps x 7→ e− 12ψρ[h](x)−aρx, x 7→ e− 12ψρ[h](x)− 1ρx are monotone non-decreasing
in the same interval. Furthermore, one has for every h1, h2 ∈ XL,ρ and for x < y ≤ Lρ∣∣∣eψρ[h1](y)−ψρ[h1](x)−eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)∣∣∣
≤

Cρe(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e−
a
ρ
x
e
2m
ρ
(x−y)
x ≤ −Lρ, y ≤ −Lρ,
Cρe(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e−
a
ρ
x
e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
x ≤ −Lρ, y ∈ [−Lρ,Lρ],
Cρe(3a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖ x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ).
(4.8)
Proof. The statement (4.7) is true provided ddxψρ[h](x) +
2m
ρ ≤ 0. Using Lemma 4.2 we have
for x < −Lρ
d
dx
(ψρ[h](x)) = −1ρe−
a
ρ
x
Q[h](x) ≤ − 12ρe−
a
ρ
x ≤ − 12ρeaL ≤ −2mρ
by the choice of L ≥ L0 ≥ 1a ln(4m) in (3.9). The monotonicity of the other two maps in the
statement is an easy consequence of the same inequality.
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We now prove (4.8). We first observe that by (4.6)∣∣∣eψρ[h1](y)−ψρ[h1](x) − eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)∣∣∣
≤ max
i=1,2
(
eψρ[hi](y)−ψρ[hi](x)
)1
ρ
∫ y
x
e
−a
ρ
z∣∣Q[h1](z)−Q[h2](z)∣∣ dz
≤ Ce(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖max
i=1,2
(
eψρ[hi](y)−ψρ[hi](x)
) ∫ y
x
e
−a
ρ
z
dz
≤ Cρe(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e−
a
ρ
x
max
i=1,2
(
eψρ[hi](y)−ψρ[hi](x)
)
. (4.9)
We immediately obtain the estimate (4.8) in the region x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ) simply by observing
that the maximum in (4.9) is actually bounded by the constant 1, since x < y and Q[h] ≥ 0
by (4.3). For x ≤ −Lρ we have instead, by using the monotonicity property (4.7),
max
i=1,2
(
eψρ[hi](y)−ψρ[hi](x)
) ≤ e 2mρ (x−y)
for x < y ≤ −Lρ, while
max
i=1,2
(
eψρ[hi](y)−ψρ[hi](x)
) ≤ e 2mρ (x+Lρ) max
i=1,2
(
eψρ[hi](y)−ψρ[hi](−Lρ)
) ≤ e 2mρ (x+Lρ)
for y ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ). By inserting these inequalities in (4.9) we conclude that (4.8) holds. 
We now obtain explicit bounds on the remainders R[h] and R˜[h].
Lemma 4.6. Let R[h] be the remainder term defined in (3.18)–(3.19), for h ∈ XL,ρ. The
following estimates hold:
|R[h](x)| ≤

Cρe
−a
ρ
x
e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
for x ≤ −Lρ,
Cρe(a+2)L for x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ),
C
(
e−aL + ρeaL
)
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ) for x ≥ Lρ,
(4.10)
|R[h1](x)−R[h2](x)| ≤

Cρ‖h1 − h2‖e−
a
ρ
x
e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
for x ≤ −Lρ,
Cρ‖h1 − h2‖e(a+2)L for x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ),
C
(
e−aL + ρeaL
)‖h1 − h2‖e− 12 (x−Lρ) for x ≥ Lρ, (4.11)
for every h, h1, h2 ∈ XL,ρ.
Proof. We estimate R[h] separately in the three regions (−∞,−Lρ], (−Lρ,Lρ), [Lρ,∞). We
just give the proof of (4.10), since the bound (4.11) on |R[h1](x) − R[h2](x)| follows by
completely analogous arguments.
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Case 1: x ≤ −Lρ. Using the expression in (3.18), the properties of the kernel (1.7)–(1.8),
and the bound |h(ξ)| ≤ 2eω(ξ) for ω as in (3.13), we have
|R[h](x)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)|h(y)||h(z)| dz
≤ 4(K0 + 1)
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ y
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
e
y−z
ρ e
m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
e
m
ρ
(z+Lρ)
dz
+
4(K0 + 1)
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ x
y
e
−a
ρ
y
e
m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
e
m
ρ
(z+Lρ)
dz
≤ Cρe−aρxe 2mρ (x+Lρ) ,
the last estimate following by computing explicitly the integrals (recall that m > a+ 1).
Case 2: −Lρ < x < Lρ. Using as before (1.7)–(1.8) and |h(ξ)| ≤ 2eω(ξ), we have
|R[h](x)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)|h(y)||h(z)| dz
≤ C
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ y
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
e
y−z
ρ eω(y)eω(z) dz +
C
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ x
y
e
−a
ρ
y
eω(y)eω(z) dz .
It now follows by an elementary computation that the last integrals are bounded by Cρe(a+2)L.
Case 3: x ≥ Lρ. We estimate separately the three terms appearing in the expression (3.19)
for R[h]. For the first integral, we have
|R1[h](x)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy
∫ ∞
x
|h(z)|dz
≤ 4
ρ
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
y
e−
1
2
(y−Lρ) dy
∫ ∞
x
e−
1
2
(z−Lρ) dz ≤ Ce−aLe−(x−Lρ) .
For the second term, we have using (1.7)
|R2[h](x)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ ∞
x
∣∣∣e−aρ zK(e y−zρ , 1)− e−aρ y∣∣∣|h(y)||h(z)|dz
≤ K0
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
y
e
δ
ρ
(y−z)|h(y)||h(z)| dz
≤ 2K0
ρ
∫ x
−∞
e
δ−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy
∫ ∞
x
e
− δ
ρ
z
e−
1
2
(z−Lρ) dz ≤ CρeaLe− 12 (x−Lρ) ,
where we used (4.2) in the last inequality. Finally, the last integral in (3.19) is over the region
Ωρ, which we split into the two subregions Aρ, Bρ, see (3.4), as explained at the beginning of
Section 3: we have, using (3.6)–(3.7),
|R3[h](x)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫∫
Ωρ
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)|h(y)||h(z)|dy dz
≤ C
ρ
∫∫
Aρ
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)||h(z)|dy dz + C
ρ
∫∫
Bρ
e
−a
ρ
z
e
y−z
ρ |h(y)||h(z)| dy dz .
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We estimate the two terms separately: using that |h(z)| ≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ) for z ∈ (x− ρ ln 2, x),
we obtain
1
ρ
∫∫
Aρ
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)||h(z)|dy dz ≤ C
ρ
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ)
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy
≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ)
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy ≤ CρeaLe− 12 (x−Lρ) ,
where we used also (4.1) in the last inequality. Observe now that for (y, z) ∈ Bρ one has
y ∈ (x− ρ ln 2, x) and, in turn, |h(y)| ≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ). Hence for the integral in the region Bρ
we have
1
ρ
∫∫
Bρ
e
−a
ρ
z
e
y−z
ρ |h(y)||h(z)| dy dz
≤ C
ρ
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a+1
ρ
z|h(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y
ρ dy dz
= Ce−
1
2
(x−Lρ)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z|h(z)| dz ≤ CρeaLe− 12 (x−Lρ) ,
the last inequality following from (4.1). Collecting all the previous estimates, we obtain the
bound for R[h] = R1[h] +R2[h] +R3[h] in the region {x ≥ Lρ}. 
In the computations leading to the result in the following lemma, it is often useful to bear
in mind the identity
d
dζ
(ψρ[h](ζ)) = −1ρe−
a
ρ
ζ
Q[h](ζ) . (4.12)
This allows, for instance, to compute explicitly the integral (for ξ < η ≤ Lρ)
1
ρ
∫ η
ξ
e
−a
ρ
ζ
Q[h](ζ)eψρ[h](ζ) dζ = eψρ[h](ξ) − eψρ[h](η) . (4.13)
Lemma 4.7. Let R˜[h] be the remainder term defined in (3.21)–(3.22), for h ∈ XL,ρ. The
following estimates hold:
|R˜[h](x)| ≤

Cρe(m+a+2)Le
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
for x ≤ −Lρ,
Cρe(a+2)L for x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ),
C
(
e−aL + ρeaL
)
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ) for x ≥ Lρ,
(4.14)
|R˜[h1](x)− R˜[h2](x)| ≤

Cρ‖h1 − h2‖e(m+4a+4)Le
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
for x ≤ −Lρ,
Cρ‖h1 − h2‖e(5a+4)L for x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ),
C
(
e−aL + ρeaL
)‖h1 − h2‖e− 12 (x−Lρ) for x ≥ Lρ, (4.15)
for every h, h1, h2 ∈ XL,ρ.
Proof. We use Lemma 4.6 to estimate the integral remainder in the definition of R˜[h]. As
before, we proceed separately in the three regions (−∞,−Lρ], (−Lρ,Lρ), [Lρ,∞).
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Case 1: −Lρ < x < Lρ. To prove (4.14), we find an upper bound for the term∣∣∣∣1ρ
∫ Lρ
x
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h](y)R[h](y) dy
∣∣∣∣
(4.10)
≤ Ce(a+2)L
∫ Lρ
x
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h](y) dy
= Cρe(a+2)L
(
1− e−ψρ[h](x)
)
≤ Cρe(a+2)L ,
where we computed explicitly the integral, according to (4.13).
To obtain the estimate (4.15) in the same region, we have to bound the difference
1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
∣∣∣eψρ[h1](y)−ψρ[h1](x)Q[h1](y)R[h1](y)− eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)Q[h2](y)R[h2](y)∣∣∣e−aρ y dy
≤ 1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
∣∣∣eψρ[h1](y)−ψρ[h1](x) − eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)∣∣∣Q[h1](y)|R[h1](y)|e−aρ y dy (4.16)
+
1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)
∣∣Q[h1](y)−Q[h2](y)∣∣|R[h1](y)|e−aρ y dy
+
1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)Q[h2](y)
∣∣R[h1](y)−R[h2](y)∣∣e−aρ y dy =: I1 + I2 + I3 .
For the first term I1 in (4.16) we have, using (4.3), (4.8), and (4.10),
I1 ≤ Cρe(4a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖
∫ Lρ
x
e
−a
ρ
y
dy ≤ Cρ2e(5a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖ .
To obtain a bound on I2, we use Lemma 4.4, (4.10), and the uniform bound Q[h2](y) ≥ 12 :
I2 ≤ Cρe(3a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h2](y) dy
(4.13)
≤ Cρ2e(3a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖ .
Finally we use (4.11) to estimate I3:
I3 ≤ Ce(a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h2](y) dy
(4.13)
≤ Cρe(a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖ .
Inserting the previous estimates in (4.16), and recalling also (4.11), we obtain the desired
bound (4.15) in the region (−Lρ,Lρ).
Case 2: x ≤ −Lρ. In this case we split the integral remainder into two parts:∣∣∣∣1ρ
∫ Lρ
x
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h](y)R[h](y) dy
∣∣∣∣
(4.10)
≤ Ce(a+2)L
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h](y) dy (4.17)
+ C
∫ −Lρ
x
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h](y)e
−a
ρ
y
e
2m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
dy .
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For the first term in (4.17) we have as in the previous step
Ce(a+2)L
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h](y) dy
(4.13)
= Cρe(a+2)Le−ψρ[h](x)
(
eψρ[h](−Lρ) − 1
)
≤ Cρe(a+2)Le 2mρ (x+Lρ) ,
where the last estimate follows from Lemma 4.5. For the second term in (4.17) we have
instead, using again the monotonicity property (4.7),∫ −Lρ
x
e−(ψρ[h](x)−ψρ[h](y))Q[h](y)e
2m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
(4.3)
≤ 2e2mLe−ψρ[h](x)
∫ −Lρ
x
e
ψρ[h](y)+
2m
ρ
y
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
≤ 2e 2mρ (x+Lρ)
∫ −Lρ
x
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
≤ Cρe 2mρ (x+Lρ)e− 2aρ x ≤ CρemLemρ (x+Lρ)
(for the last estimate, recall that m > 2a). By plugging the previous inequalities into (4.17)
we obtain the bound (4.14) in the region (−∞,−Lρ].
To prove the estimate (4.15) in the same region, we split the integral as in (4.17):
1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
∣∣∣eψρ[h1](y)−ψρ[h1](x)Q[h1](y)R[h1](y)− eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)Q[h2](y)R[h2](y)∣∣∣e−aρ y dy
= J1 + J2 , (4.18)
where J1 is the integral from −Lρ to Lρ and J2 is the integral over (x,−Lρ). We first consider
the term J1, and we argue as in (4.16):
J1 ≤ 1
ρ
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
∣∣∣eψρ[h1](y)−ψρ[h1](x) − eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)∣∣∣Q[h1](y)|R[h1](y)|e−aρ y dy
+
1
ρ
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)
∣∣Q[h1](y)−Q[h2](y)∣∣|R[h1](y)|e−aρ y dy
+
1
ρ
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)Q[h2](y)
∣∣R[h1](y)−R[h2](y)∣∣e−aρ y dy
=: J1,1 + J1,2 + J1,3 .
For the first integral we have by (4.8)
J1,1 ≤ Ce(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e−
a
ρ
x
e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
|R[h1](y)|e−
a
ρ
y
dy
(4.10)
≤ Cρ2e(m+4a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖e
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
.
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For the term J1,2 we use (4.6) and (4.10), together with the bound Q[h2](y) ≥ 12 :
J1,2 ≤ Cρe(3a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h2](y) dy
(4.13)
≤ Cρ2e(3a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖e−ψρ[h2](x)eψρ[h2](−Lρ)
≤ Cρ2e(3a+4)L‖h1 − h2‖e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
,
the last inequality following from Lemma 4.5. For the term J1,3 we use (4.11):
J1,3 ≤ Ce(a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)e−
a
ρ
y
Q[h2](y) dy
(4.13)
≤ Cρe(a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
.
This completes the estimate of J1 in (4.18). It remains to consider the term J2, and we
proceed similarly:
J2 ≤ 1
ρ
∫ −Lρ
x
∣∣∣eψρ[h1](y)−ψρ[h1](x) − eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)∣∣∣Q[h1](y)|R[h1](y)|e−aρ y dy
+
1
ρ
∫ −Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)
∣∣Q[h1](y)−Q[h2](y)∣∣|R[h1](y)|e−aρ y dy
+
1
ρ
∫ −Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)Q[h2](y)
∣∣R[h1](y)−R[h2](y)∣∣e−aρ y dy
=: J2,1 + J2,2 + J2,3 .
For the first integral we have by (4.8)
J2,1 ≤ Ce(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
2m−a
ρ
x
∫ −Lρ
x
|R[h1](y)|e−
2m
ρ
y
e
−a
ρ
y
dy
(4.10)
≤ Cρe(2m+2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
2m−a
ρ
x
∫ −Lρ
x
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
≤ Cρ2e(2m+2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
2m−3a
ρ
x ≤ Cρ2e(m+2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
(recall that m > 3a). For the term J2,2 we use (4.6) and (4.10):
J2,2 ≤ Cρe(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖
∫ −Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)e
2m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
≤ Cρe(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
∫ −Lρ
x
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
≤ Cρ2e(2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
e
− 2a
ρ
x ≤ Cρ2e(m+2a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖e
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
,
the second inequality following from the monotonicity in Lemma 4.5, and the last one since
m > 2a. For the term J2,3 we use (4.11) and we conclude as in the previous estimate:
J2,3 ≤ C‖h1 − h2‖
∫ −Lρ
x
eψρ[h2](y)−ψρ[h2](x)e
2m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
≤ CρemL‖h1 − h2‖e
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
.
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This completes the estimate of J2 in (4.18). By collecting all the previous inequalities and
inserting them in (4.18), the bound (4.15) in the region (−∞,−Lρ] is proved.
Case 3: x ≥ Lρ. In this case we have to estimate∣∣∣∣ 11 + ρ
∫ x
Lρ
e
1
1+ρ
(y−x)
R[h](y) dy
∣∣∣∣ (4.10)≤ C(e−aL + ρeaL) ∫ x
Lρ
e
1
1+ρ
(y−x)
e−
1
2
(y−Lρ) dy
≤ C(e−aL + ρeaL)e− 12 (x−Lρ) ,
which gives the last bound in (4.14). Similarly, (4.15) follows using (4.11). 
We conclude this section by showing that the two arbitrary constants k1(h), k2(h) appearing
in the definition (3.20) of the map T can be chosen so that the two constraints (3.3) are
satisfied by T [h], for any h ∈ XL,ρ, provided L is sufficiently large and, in turn, ρ is small
enough. The two constants are uniformly close to 1, see (4.20); notice that, though a natural
guess for the constant k1(h) is
1
1+ρ , according to (4.21), the latter is indeed close to 1.
Lemma 4.8. There exist L1 ≥ L0 and a map ρ1 : (L1,∞) → (0, ρ0) such that for every
L > L1 and ρ ∈ (0, ρ1(L)) the following properties hold. For every h ∈ XL,ρ we can choose
k1(h), k2(h) in (3.20) such that
M(T [h]) =
∫ ∞
−∞
T [h](x) dx = 1, Mγ(T [h]) =
1
ρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
T [h](y) dy =
1
1 + ρ
. (4.19)
Moreover
|ki(h)− 1| < 1
2
, |ki(h1)− ki(h2)| < 1
2
‖h1 − h2‖, i = 1, 2. (4.20)
Proof. We have by the definition (3.20) of the map T
Mγ(T [h]) =
k1(h)
ρ
∫ Lρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
e−ψρ[h](y) dy +
e−aLk2(h)
(1 + ρ)a+ ρ
+
1
ρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
R˜[h](y) dy
=: (1 + λ1)k1(h) +
e−aL
(1 + ρ)a+ ρ
k2(h) + ν1 ,
M(T [h]) = k1(h)
∫ Lρ
−∞
e−ψρ[h](x) dx+ k2(h) +
∫ ∞
−∞
R˜[h](x) dx
=: λ2k1(h) + k2(h) + ν2 .
We hence have to show that for every h ∈ XL,ρ we can find a solution (k1, k2) to the linear
system {
(1 + λ1)k1 +
e−aL
(1+ρ)a+ρk2 =
1
1+ρ − ν1
λ2k1 + k2 = 1− ν2
(4.21)
satisfying in addition the conditions (4.20). This will be achieved by showing that the matrix
of the system
A :=
(
1 + λ1
e−aL
(1+ρ)a+ρ
λ2 1
)
is uniformly close to the identity matrix, and that ν1, ν2 are uniformly close to 0, with in
addition uniform estimates on the Lipschitz continuity of the coefficients (with respect to h),
provided L is large enough and, in turn, ρ is small enough (depending on L).
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We hence start by estimating the coefficient λ1. For y ∈ (−∞, Lρ), first observe that, by
setting
t1 = −ψρ[h](y) = −1
ρ
∫ Lρ
y
e
−a
ρ
z
Q[h](z) dz , t2 =
1
a
(e−aL − e−aρ y) = −1
ρ
∫ Lρ
y
e
−a
ρ
z
dz ,
one has using Lemma 4.2
max{et1 , et2} ≤ e− 12ψρ[h](y) .
Then by the elementary estimate |et1 − et2 | ≤ max{et1 , et2}|t1 − t2| it follows that∣∣∣e−ψρ[h](y) − e 1a (e−aL−e−aρ y)∣∣∣ ≤ e− 12ψρ[h](y)∣∣∣∣1ρ
∫ Lρ
y
e
−a
ρ
z(
Q[h](z)− 1) dz∣∣∣∣
(4.4),(4.5)
≤ Ce(2a+2)Le− 12ψρ[h](y)
∫ Lρ
y
e
−a
ρ
z
dz
≤ Cρe(2a+2)Le− 12ψρ[h](y)e−aρ y .
By using this estimate we obtain
|λ1| =
∣∣∣∣1ρ
∫ Lρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
e−ψρ[h](y) dy − 1
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣1ρ
∫ Lρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
(
e−ψρ[h](y) − e 1a (e−aL−e−
a
ρ y)
)
dy
∣∣∣∣
≤ Ce(2a+2)L
[∫ −Lρ
−∞
e−
1
2
ψρ[h](y)e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy +
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e−
1
2
ψρ[h](y)e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
]
(4.7)
≤ Ce(2a+2)L
[∫ −Lρ
−∞
e
m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy +
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e
− 2a
ρ
y
dy
]
≤ Cρe(4a+2)L . (4.22)
We turn to the estimate for λ2: we have by Lemma 4.5
|λ2| =
∫ Lρ
−∞
e−ψρ[h](x) dx ≤
∫ −Lρ
−∞
e−ψρ[h](−Lρ)e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
dx+
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
dx ≤ Cρ+ 2Lρ . (4.23)
We can easily obtain bounds on ν1 and ν2 by using (4.14):
|ν1| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y∣∣R˜[h](y)∣∣dy ≤ Ce(m+a+2)L ∫ −Lρ
−∞
e
m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
e
−a
ρ
y
dy
+ Ce(a+2)L
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e
−a
ρ
y
dy + C
(
e−aL + ρeaL
)1
ρ
∫ ∞
Lρ
e−
1
2
(y−Lρ)e−
a
ρ
y
dy
≤ C(e−aL + ρe(m+2a+2)L) . (4.24)
Similarly,
|ν2| ≤
∫ ∞
−∞
∣∣R˜[h](x)∣∣dx ≤ Cρe(m+a+2)L ∫ −Lρ
−∞
e
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
dx+ Cρe(a+2)L
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
dx
+ C
(
e−aL + ρeaL
) ∫ ∞
Lρ
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ) dx
≤ C(e−aL + ρe(m+a+2)L) . (4.25)
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From the previous estimates it is clear that the quantities |A− Id|, |ν1|, |ν2| can be made
arbitrary small, for every L large enough and for every ρ ∈ (0, ρ(L)), where ρ(L) is a suf-
ficiently small value depending on L. Hence the linear system (4.21) has a unique solution
(k1, k2) satisfying the first condition in (4.20).
To obtain also the second condition in (4.20), it is sufficient to show that the Lipschitz
constant of the coefficients λi, νi can be made arbitrarily small. We hence write explicitly the
dependence of the coefficients on the function h ∈ XL,ρ. By (4.8) (with y = Lρ) we have
|λ1(h1)− λ1(h2)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ Lρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
x∣∣e−ψρ[h1](x) − e−ψρ[h2](x)∣∣ dx
≤ Ce(3a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖
(∫ −Lρ
−∞
e
2m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
e
− 2a
ρ
x
dx+
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e
−a
ρ
x
dx
)
≤ Cρe(5a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖ .
Similarly,
|λ2(h1)− λ2(h2)| ≤
∫ Lρ
−∞
∣∣e−ψρ[h1](x) − e−ψρ[h2](x)∣∣ dx ≤ Cρe(4a+2)L‖h1 − h2‖ .
To obtain similar estimates for ν1, ν2, we argue as in (4.24)–(4.25), using this time (4.15):
|ν1(h1)− ν1(h2)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y∣∣R˜[h1](y)− R˜[h2](y)∣∣dy ≤ C(e−aL + ρe(m+5a+4)L)‖h1 − h2‖ ,
|ν2(h1)− ν2(h2)| ≤
∫ ∞
−∞
∣∣R˜[h1](y)− R˜[h2](y)∣∣dy ≤ C(e−aL + ρe(m+5a+4)L)‖h1 − h2‖ .
It follows from the previous estimates that the Lipschitz constants of the coefficients λi, νi
can be made arbitrarily small by possibly taking a larger L and, in turn, a smaller ρ(L). The
conclusion of the lemma follows. 
5. Asymptotic decay of the solution at −∞
The fixed point h obtained in Theorem 3.1 is by construction a solution to (3.2) satisfying
the constraints (3.3) and the decay estimate
|h(x)| ≤ 2eω(x) ,
where the exponent ω is defined in (3.13). In this section we refine the previous bound in
the region {x < Lρ}, and in particular we determine the exact asymptotics of the solution as
x→ −∞, by showing that
h(x) ∼ e−ψρ(x) as x→ −∞, (5.1)
where ψρ is defined in (3.15). Since h is now a fixed function, to simplify the notation we
omit the dependence on h in the functions Q and ψρ defined in (3.14) and (3.15) respectively.
As before, C will always denote a generic constant depending only on the kernel K and on
m, but not on L and ρ, which may change from line to line. The main result of this section
is the following.
Theorem 5.1 (Decay at −∞). Let h ∈ XL,ρ be the solution to (3.2)–(3.3) determined in
Theorem 3.1, for L > L¯ and ρ ∈ (0, ρ¯(L)). Then, by possibly choosing a smaller ρ¯(L),
1
4e
−ψρ(x) ≤ h(x) ≤ 2e−ψρ(x) for all x < Lρ . (5.2)
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Remark 5.2. Observe that the bounds (5.2) involve the function ψρ, depending on the solution
h itself. However, we can also characterize the decay of h at−∞ by explicit functions: recalling
that, by Lemma 4.2, one has |Q[h]− 1| ≤ 12 , it easily follows from the definition of ψρ that
1
4
e
2
a
(e−aL−e−
a
ρ x) ≤ h(x) ≤ 2e 12a (e−aL−e−
a
ρ x) for all x < Lρ .
In fact, as Q[h] converges uniformly to the constant 1 as ρ → 0 by (4.4)–(4.5), the decay of
h at −∞ gets arbitrarily close to that of the function e 1a (e−aL−e−
a
ρ x).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The construction in Section 3 show that h obeys
h(x) = k1e
−ψρ(x) + R˜[h](x) for x < Lρ, (5.3)
where the remainder R˜ is defined in (3.21), and k1 ∈ (12 , 32) by Lemma 4.8. By inserting the
bound (4.14) in (5.3), we have
|h(x)| ≤ k1e−ψρ(x) +
{
Cρe(m+a+2)Le
m
ρ
(x+Lρ)
for x ≤ −Lρ,
Cρe(a+2)L for − Lρ < x < Lρ.
Hence, by possibly choosing a smaller ρ¯(L), we obtain the bound
|h(x)| ≤ 2e−ψρ(x) + σeω(x) for x < Lρ,
for some universal constant σ ∈ (0, 1), where ω is defined in (3.13). An application of
Lemma 5.3 below yields that h satisfies (5.5). In turn, by reducing one more time the
constant ρ¯(L) so that C(L)ρ¯(L) < 14 , we obtain by combining (5.3) and (5.5)
|h(x)| ≤ 2e−ψρ(x) + σ2eω(x) for x < Lρ.
We can then iterate the previous argument, applying Lemma 5.3 with σ replaced by σ2:
after n step we eventually end up with the inequality
|R˜[h](x)| ≤ 1
4
e−ψρ(x) + σ2
n
eω(x) for x < Lρ.
The conclusion now follows by using this estimate in (5.3) and letting n→∞. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume that h satisfies the inequality
|h(x)| ≤ 2e−ψρ(x) + σeω(x) for x < Lρ, (5.4)
for a constant σ ∈ (0, 1). Then
|R˜[h](x)| ≤ C(L)ρ
(
e−ψρ(x) + σ2eω(x)
)
for x < Lρ , (5.5)
for a constant C(L) depending on L, but not on ρ and σ.
Proof. We prove the lemma by using the bound (5.4) in the formulas (3.18) and (3.21) for
the remainder terms R[h] and R˜[h]. We assume in the following that x < Lρ. As
|R[h](x)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
e
a
ρ
(y−z)
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)|h(y)||h(z)| dz , (5.6)
it is convenient to first find a bound for the inner integral
P (x, y) :=
∫ x
−∞
e
a
ρ
(y−z)
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)|h(z)| dz , for y ≤ x < Lρ.
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Step 1: bounds on P (x, y). We claim that
P (x, y) ≤ C(L)ρeaρxe−ψρ(x) + C(L)σρeω(x) , for x < Lρ, y ≤ x, (5.7)
for a constant C(L) depending on L but not on h, ρ, and σ. By (1.7)–(1.8) we have
P (x, y) ≤ C
∫ y
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)|h(z)|dz + C
∫ x
y
|h(z)| dz
(5.4)
≤ C
∫ y
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)(
e−ψρ(z) + σeω(z)
)
dz + C
∫ x
y
(
e−ψρ(z) + σeω(z)
)
dz
≤ C
∫ y
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)
e−ψρ(z) dz + C
∫ x
y
e−ψρ(z) dz + C(L)σρeω(x) , (5.8)
where the bound on the integrals involving the term eω(z) is obtained by elementary com-
putations, using the explicit form of ω(z). We next consider the first integral in (5.8):
with the notation y¯ := min{y,−Lρ} we have, using in particular the monotonicity prop-
erty e
− 1
2
ψρ(z)− zρ ≤ e− 12ψρ(y¯)− y¯ρ for z < y¯, which is proved in Lemma 4.5,∫ y
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)
e−ψρ(z) dz ≤
∫ y¯
−∞
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)
e−ψρ(z) dz + e−ψρ(x)
∫ y
y¯
e
a+1
ρ
(y−z)
dz
≤ eaρ ye 1ρ (y−y¯)e− 12ψρ(y¯)
∫ y
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
e−
1
2
ψρ(z) dz + Cρe(a+2)Le
a
ρ
x
e−ψρ(x)
(4.3)
≤ 2e2Leaρ ye− 12ψρ(y)
∫ y
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
Q(z)e−
1
2
ψρ(z) dz + C(L)ρe
a
ρ
x
e−ψρ(x)
(4.12)
= 4e2Lρe
a
ρ
y
e−ψρ(y) + C(L)ρe
a
ρ
x
e−ψρ(x) . (5.9)
For the second integral in (5.8) we have instead∫ x
y
e−ψρ(z) dz
(4.3)
≤ 2eaρx
∫ x
y
e
−a
ρ
z
Q(z)e−ψρ(z) dz ≤ 2ρeaρxe−ψρ(x) , (5.10)
where we again computed explicitly the integral, recalling (4.12). The claim (5.7) follows now
from (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10).
Step 2: bounds on R[h]. We now claim that
|R[h](x)| ≤ C(L)ρ(e−2ψρ(x) + σ2eω(x)) for x < Lρ (5.11)
(for a possibly larger constant C(L), depending as before on L but not on h, ρ, and σ). The
claim is obtained by inserting (5.7) into (5.6). Indeed,
|R[h](x)| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
P (x, y)|h(y)|dy
(5.4),(5.7)
≤ C(L)
(
e
a
ρ
x
e−ψρ(x) + σeω(x)
)(∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
e−ψρ(y) dy + σ
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
eω(y) dy
)
≤ C(L)
(
e
a
ρ
x
e−ψρ(x) + σeω(x)
)(
ρe−ψρ(x) + σρeω(x)e−
a
ρ
x
)
≤ C(L)ρ
(
e−2ψρ(x)e
a
ρ
x
+ σ2e2ω(x)e
−a
ρ
x
)
, (5.12)
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where to go from the second to the third line (where we possibly have a larger constant C(L))
we computed explicitly the two integrals, and in particular∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
e−ψρ(y) dy
(4.3)
≤ 2
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y)e−ψρ(y) dy
(4.12)
= 2ρe−ψρ(x) .
The last inequality in (5.12) follows instead by Young’s inequality. Hence (5.11) follows by
observing that e
a
ρ
x ≤ eaL, eω(x)e−aρx ≤ eaL.
Step 3: bounds on R˜[h]. We finally turn to the proof of (5.5). By the definition (3.21) of R˜[h]
and by the previous step we have
|R˜[h](x)| ≤ |R[h](x)|+ 1
ρ
∫ Lρ
x
e−(ψρ(x)−ψρ(y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q(y)|R[h](y)| dy
(5.11)
≤ C(L)ρ(e−2ψρ(x) + σ2eω(x))+ C(L)e−ψρ(x) ∫ Lρ
x
e−ψρ(y)e−
a
ρ
y
Q(y) dy
+ C(L)σ2
∫ Lρ
x
e−(ψρ(x)−ψρ(y))e−
a
ρ
y
Q(y)eω(y) dy
(4.12)
≤ C(L)ρ(e−2ψρ(x) + σ2eω(x))+ C(L)ρe−ψρ(x)
+ C(L)σ2e−ψρ(x)
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ(y)e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y)eω(y) dy .
Hence to prove (5.5) it only remains to estimate the last term in the previous expression by
a quantity of the form C(L)ρ(e−ψρ(x) + σ2eω(x)). For x ∈ (−Lρ,Lρ) we have
σ2e−ψρ(x)
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ(y)e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y)eω(y) dy ≤ σ2e−ψρ(x)
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ(y)e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y) dy
(4.13)
≤ σ2ρ = σ2ρeω(x) .
In the case x ≤ −Lρ we have instead
σ2e−ψρ(x)
∫ Lρ
x
eψρ(y)e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y)eω(y) dy
≤ e−ψρ(x)
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
eψρ(y)e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y) dy + σ2e−ψρ(x)
∫ −Lρ
x
eψρ(y)e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y)e
m
ρ
(y+Lρ)
dy
(4.13),(4.7)
≤ ρe−ψρ(x)eψρ(−Lρ) + σ2e− 12ψρ(x)emρ (x+Lρ)
∫ −Lρ
x
e
1
2
ψρ(y)e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y) dy
≤ C(L)ρe−ψρ(x) + 2σ2ρeω(x) ,
where in the last passage we used in particular the bound
ψρ(−Lρ) = 1
ρ
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y) dy
(4.3)
≤ 3
2ρ
∫ Lρ
−Lρ
e
−a
ρ
y
dy =
3
2a
(
eaL − e−aL) .
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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6. Asymptotic decay of the solution at ∞
The last tile missing in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the behaviour of the solution in the region
{x > Lρ}, and in particular the non-negativity of h in this interval and the characterization
of its exact decay as x→∞. Let therefore h ∈ XL,ρ be the solution to (3.2)–(3.3) constructed
in Theorem 3.1, for L > L¯ and ρ ∈ (0, ρ¯(L)). In the main result of this section, Theorem 6.3,
we show that h satisfies
h(x) ∼ e−x as x→∞. (6.1)
The proof requires a preliminary bound on the Lipschitz constant of the solution, which we
establish in the following lemma. We recall that by Theorem 5.1 we have for every x ∈ R
|h(x)| ≤ 2eλ(x), λ(x) :=
{
−ψρ(x) for x < Lρ,
−12(x− Lρ) for x ≥ Lρ.
(6.2)
The bound for x < Lρ is given implicitly in terms of the function ψρ introduced in (3.15),
but as a consequence of (4.7) one easily finds
|h(x)| ≤ 2e−ψρ(x) ≤ 2e 2mρ (x+Lρ) for x < −Lρ, (6.3)
which guarantees in particular an exponential decay of h as x→ −∞. We introduce a notation
for the difference quotient (for τ > 0)
Dτh(x) :=
h(x)− h(x− τ)
τ
. (6.4)
Lemma 6.1. There exists a constant AL (depending on the kernel and on L, but not on τ
and ρ), such that, by possibly choosing a smaller ρ¯(L),
|Dτh(x)| ≤ AL
ρ
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ) for every x ≥ Lρ, (6.5)
for all τ ∈ (0, ρ) and ρ ∈ (0, ρ¯(L)).
Proof. We set
∆τ (x) := sup
y∈(x−ρ,x)
|Dτh(y)| .
The conclusion will be achieved by proving a uniform decay estimate on ∆τ , using an iteration
argument. Since we do not need to keep track of the dependence on L of the constants ap-
pearing in the following estimates, along this proof the letter c will denote a generic constant,
depending only on the kernel and L, which may change from line to line. We divide the proof
into two steps.
Step 1. We claim that for all x ∈ R and τ ∈ (0, ρ)
|Dτh(x)| ≤ c
(
1 +
1
ρ
e
−a
ρ
x
)
eλ(x) + c∆τ (x)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy + ceλ(x)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|Dτh(y)| dy .
(6.6)
To prove (6.6), we apply the difference quotient operator Dτ to the equation (3.2): in partic-
ular, we split the integral on the right-hand side of (3.2) in the two regions above and below
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the y-axis (see Figure 1), and we obtain after a change of variables in the second integral
|Dτh(x)| ≤ 1
τρ
∣∣∣∣ ∫ x
x−τ
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz dy
∣∣∣∣
+
1
τρ
∣∣∣∣ ∫ x−τ−∞
∫ x
x−τ
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz dy
∣∣∣∣
+
1
τρ
∫∫
Ωρ
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)
∣∣∣e−aρ zh(y)h(z)− e−aρ (z−τ)h(y − τ)h(z − τ)∣∣∣dy dz , (6.7)
where Ωρ is defined in (3.4). For the first term in (6.7) we have by (1.7)
1
τρ
∣∣∣∣ ∫ x
x−τ
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz dy
∣∣∣∣ ≤ cτρ
∫ ∞
x
|h(z)| dz
∫ x
x−τ
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy
≤ c
ρ
e
−a
ρ
x
eλ(x) ; (6.8)
in the last inequality we used the bound
∫∞
x |h(x)| dx ≤
∫∞
−∞ |h(x)|dx ≤ c (which follows
directly from the decay |h(x)| ≤ 2eω(x) in the definition (3.12) of the space XL,ρ), together
with |h(y)| ≤ 2eλ(y) ≤ ceλ(x) for y ∈ (x− τ, x). Similarly, the second term in (6.7) is bounded
by
1
τρ
∣∣∣∣ ∫ x−τ−∞
∫ x
x−τ
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz dy
∣∣∣∣ ≤ cτρ
∫ x−τ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy
∫ x
x−τ
|h(z)| dz
≤ ceλ(x) , (6.9)
where we used also (4.1) in the last inequality. It remains to estimate the third term in (6.7),
which can be written as
1
τρ
∫∫
Ωρ
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)
∣∣∣e−aρ zh(y)h(z)− e−aρ (z−τ)h(y − τ)h(z − τ)∣∣∣dy dz
≤ 1
ρ
∫∫
Ωρ
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)e
−a
ρ
z|Dτh(y)||h(z)| dy dz
+
1
ρ
∫∫
Ωρ
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)e
−a
ρ
z|h(y − τ)||Dτh(z)|dy dz
+
1
τρ
∫∫
Ωρ
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)|e−aρ z − e−aρ (z−τ)||h(y − τ)||h(z − τ)|dy dz
=: J1 + J2 + J3 . (6.10)
We split each of the three integrals Ji into two terms Ji,1 and Ji,2, defined as the corresponding
integrals over the two domains Aρ and Bρ, introduced in (3.4), respectively. The behaviour
of the kernel in these regions is given by (3.6) and (3.7). Then we have for J1 the bounds
J1,1 =
1
ρ
∫∫
Aρ
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)e
−a
ρ
z|Dτh(y)||h(z)| dy dz
(3.6)
≤ c
ρ
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
dz |h(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
y|Dτh(y)|dy
≤ ceλ(x)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|Dτh(y)| dy , (6.11)
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and
J1,2 =
1
ρ
∫∫
Bρ
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)e
−a
ρ
z|Dτh(y)||h(z)| dy dz
(3.7)
≤ c
ρ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y
ρ e
−a+1
ρ
z|Dτh(y)||h(z)| dy
≤ c
ρ
∆τ (x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz e
−a+1
ρ
z|h(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y
ρ dy
= c∆τ (x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z|h(z)| dz . (6.12)
We next consider the two terms which constitute J2: for the part over Aρ we have
J2,1
(3.6)
≤ c
ρ
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
dz |Dτh(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y − τ)| dy
≤ c∆τ (x)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y − τ)| dy ≤ c∆τ (x)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy , (6.13)
while for the part over Bρ
J2,2
(3.7)
≤ c
ρ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y
ρ e
−a+1
ρ
z|Dτh(z)||h(y − τ)|dy
≤ c
ρ
eλ(x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz e
−a+1
ρ
z|Dτh(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y
ρ dy
= ceλ(x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z|Dτh(z)|dz . (6.14)
We finally consider the third integral J3 appearing in (6.10), which we split as usual in the
part over Aρ
J3,1
(3.6)
≤ c|e
aτ
ρ − 1|
ρτ
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y − τ)||h(z − τ)| dy
≤ c
ρ
eλ(x)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y − τ)|dy
(4.1)
≤ ceλ(x) , (6.15)
and the part over Bρ
J3,2
(3.7)
≤ c|e
aτ
ρ − 1|
ρτ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y−z
ρ e
−a
ρ
z|h(y − τ)||h(z − τ)| dy
≤ c
ρ2
eλ(x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz e
−a+1
ρ
z|h(z − τ)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y
ρ dy
=
c
ρ
eλ(x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z|h(z − τ)| dz
(4.1)
≤ ceλ(x) . (6.16)
Collecting (6.8)–(6.16) and inserting them in (6.7), we conclude that the claim (6.6) holds.
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Step 2. We now use (6.6) to get the conclusion by an iteration argument. We set A` := ∆τ (`ρ)
for ` ∈ Z, and we prove by induction that
A` ≤ c¯
ρ
e−a`eλ(`ρ) for all ` ∈ Z, ` ≤ 0, (6.17)
and
A` ≤ c¯
ρ
eλ(`ρ) for all ` ∈ Z, ` ≥ 0, (6.18)
for some uniform constant c¯ (independent of ρ, τ and `), for every τ ∈ (0, ρ) and for every
ρ ∈ (0, ρ¯(L)), with ρ¯(L) small enough. The conclusion of the lemma follows directly from the
previous claims. Indeed, for every x ≥ Lρ, choosing ` ∈ Z such that (` − 1)ρ < x ≤ `ρ we
have
|Dτh(x)| ≤ ∆τ (`ρ) = A` ≤ c¯
ρ
eλ(`ρ) =
c¯
ρ
e−
1
2
(`ρ−Lρ) ≤ c¯
ρ
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ) .
We are therefore left with the proofs of (6.17) and (6.18). First notice that by (6.2)
∆τ (x) ≤ c
τ
eλ(x) , (6.19)
which implies in particular lim|x|→∞∆τ (x) = 0. By writing the term∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|Dτh(y)| dy =
∞∑
n=0
∫ x−nρ
x−(n+1)ρ
e
−a
ρ
y|Dτh(y)|dy ≤ cρe−
a
ρ
x
∞∑
n=0
∆τ (x− nρ)ean
and inserting this inequality in (6.6) we get
|Dτh(x)| ≤ c
(
1 +
1
ρ
e
−a
ρ
x
)
eλ(x) + c∆τ (x)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy+ cρe−aρxeλ(x)
∞∑
n=0
∆τ (x− nρ)ean .
In turn, using the fact that supy∈(x−ρ,x) ∆τ (y) ≤ ∆τ (x) + ∆τ (x− ρ), we deduce from (6.6)
∆τ (x) ≤ c
(
1 +
1
ρ
e
−a
ρ
x
)
eλ(x) + c
(
∆τ (x) + ∆τ (x− ρ)
) ∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy
+ cρe
−a
ρ
x
eλ(x)
∞∑
n=0
∆τ (x− nρ)ean ,
and by choosing ρ¯(L) sufficiently small we can absorb the terms with ∆τ (x) in the left-hand
side and obtain that for every x ∈ R
∆τ (x) ≤ c
(
1+
1
ρ
e
−a
ρ
x
)
eλ(x) + c∆τ (x−ρ)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy+ cρe−aρxeλ(x)
∞∑
n=1
∆τ (x−nρ)ean .
By computing the previous expression at x = `ρ, for ` ∈ Z, we find that for some uniform
constant c¯ (independent of ρ, τ and `)
A` ≤ c¯
4
(
1 +
1
ρ
e−a`
)
eλ(`ρ) + c¯A`−1
∫ `ρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy + c¯ρeλ(`ρ)
`−1∑
k=−∞
Ake
−ka . (6.20)
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In particular, for ` ≤ 0 we have∫ `ρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy
(6.2)
≤ 2
∫ `ρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
e−ψρ(y) dy
(4.3)
≤ 4
∫ `ρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
Q(y)e−ψρ(y) dy
(4.12)
= 4ρe−ψρ(`ρ) ,
and inserting this estimate in (6.20) we find
A` ≤ c¯
4
(
1 +
1
ρ
e−a`
)
eλ(`ρ) + 4c¯ρA`−1eλ(`ρ) + c¯ρeλ(`ρ)
`−1∑
k=−∞
Ake
−ka for ` ≤ 0. (6.21)
We now show by induction that the claim (6.17) holds. Notice first that A` → 0 as `→ −∞
by (6.19), and that the series
∑∞
k=−∞Ake
−ka is convergent: indeed, using once more (6.19),
∞∑
k=−∞
Ake
−ka =
∞∑
k=−∞
∆τ (kρ)e
−ka ≤ c
τ
∞∑
k=−∞
eλ(kρ)e−ka ≤ c
τρ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
eλ(z) dz <∞ ,
the last integral being bounded by cρ as a consequence of (6.2)–(6.3). Therefore there exists
`0 ≤ 0, possibly depending on τ and ρ, such that for every ` ≤ `0
A` ≤ 1
16
,
∑`
k=−∞
Ake
−ka ≤ 1
4
.
Using these inequalities in (6.21), we immediately get (6.17) for all ` ≤ `0. We now check the
induction step: assuming that (6.17) holds for all ` ≤ ¯`, for some ¯`≤ −1, let us prove that
(6.17) holds also for ¯`+ 1: we have
¯`∑
k=−∞
Ake
−ka (6.17)≤ c¯
ρ
¯`∑
k=−∞
eλ(kρ)e−2ka ≤ cc¯
ρ2
∫ 0
−∞
e
− 2a
ρ
z
eλ(z) dz ≤ cc¯
ρ
,
for another uniform constant c independent of ρ, τ , and ` (the last inequality follows by (6.3)).
Then by (6.21)
A¯`+1 ≤
c¯
4
(
1 +
1
ρ
e−a(¯`+1)
)
eλ((
¯`+1)ρ) + 4c¯ρA¯`eλ((
¯`+1)ρ) + c¯ρeλ((
¯`+1)ρ)
¯`∑
k=−∞
Ake
−ka
≤ c¯
4
(
1 +
1
ρ
e−a(¯`+1)
)
eλ((
¯`+1)ρ) + 4c¯2e−a¯`eλ((¯`+1)ρ) + cc¯2eλ((¯`+1)ρ) .
By reducing ρ¯(L) if necessary, we therefore obtain (6.17).
To conclude the proof, it only remains to prove the second claim (6.18). We again proceed
by induction. Notice first that (6.18) holds for ` = 0, thanks to (6.17). Assume then that
(6.18) holds for all ` ≤ ¯`, for some ¯`≥ 0, and let us prove that (6.18) holds also for ¯`+ 1: we
have
¯`∑
k=−∞
Ake
−ka ≤ c¯
ρ
−1∑
k=−∞
eλ(kρ)e−2ka +
c¯
ρ
¯`∑
k=0
eλ(kρ)e−ka
≤ cc¯
ρ2
∫ 0
−∞
e
− 2a
ρ
z
eλ(z) dz +
cc¯
ρ2
∫ (¯`+1)ρ
0
e
−a
ρ
z
eλ(z) dz ≤ cc¯
ρ
,
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for another uniform constant c independent of ρ, τ and `. Then by (6.20)
A¯`+1 ≤
c¯
4
(
1 +
1
ρ
e−a(¯`+1)
)
eλ((
¯`+1)ρ) + c¯A¯`
∫ (¯`+1)ρ
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z|h(z)| dz + c¯ρeλ((¯`+1)ρ)
¯`∑
k=−∞
Ake
−ka
≤ c¯
4
(
1 +
1
ρ
)
eλ((
¯`+1)ρ) + cc¯2eλ(
¯`ρ) + cc¯2eλ((
¯`+1)ρ)
(where the integral is bounded by means of (4.1)). By eventually choosing ρ¯ small enough,
we conclude that also (6.17) holds. 
Having a bound on the Lipschitz constant of h at hand, in order to obtain the desired
decay (6.1) it is now convenient to write the equation (3.2) in the following form:
h(x) =
∫ ∞
x
h(z) dz + (1 + ρ)H(x) , (6.22)
with the remainder term given by
H(x) =
1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ ∞
x+ρ ln(1−e
y−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz
− ρ
1 + ρ
h(x)− 1
1 + ρ
∫ ∞
x
h(z) dz . (6.23)
We employ Lemma 6.1 to show that H(x) decays faster than e−x.
Lemma 6.2. There exist a constant A(L, ρ) such that
|H(x)| ≤ A(L, ρ)e− 32 (x−Lρ) for every x ≥ Lρ .
The constant A(L, ρ) depends on L and ρ and can be made arbitrarily small by choosing L
sufficiently large and, in turn, ρ small enough.
Proof. In order to prove the result we manipulate the expression (6.23) of H and we write it
as the sum of five terms, H(x) =
∑5
i=1 Ii, which are explicitly given by
I1 :=
1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
dy
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dz − 1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
h(y) dy
∫ ∞
x
h(z) dz ,
I2 :=
1
ρ
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)h(y)h(z) dy ,
I3 :=
1
ρ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
(
e
−a
ρ
z
K(e
y−z
ρ , 1)− e−a+1ρ ze yρ
)
h(y)h(z) dy ,
I4 :=
1
ρ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a+1
ρ
z
e
y
ρh(y)h(z) dy − h(x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
h(z) dz ,
I5 :=
1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y
h(y) dy
∫ ∞
x
h(z) dz + h(x)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
h(z) dz
− ρ
1 + ρ
h(x)− 1
1 + ρ
∫ ∞
x
h(z) dz .
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Notice in particular that the first integral I1 is over the region above the y-axis, the second
term I2 is over the domain Aρ, and I3, I4 are integrals over Bρ (see Figure 1). We proceed
to estimate the five terms separately, for x ≥ Lρ. For the first term we have
|I1| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ x
−∞
∫ ∞
x
∣∣∣e−aρ zK(e y−zρ , 1)− e−aρ y∣∣∣|h(y)||h(z)|dz dy
(1.7)
≤ C
ρ
∫ x
−∞
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
y
e
δ
ρ
(y−z)|h(y)||h(z)|dz dy
≤ C
ρ
∫ x
−∞
e
δ−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy
∫ ∞
x
e
− δ
ρ
z
e−
1
2
(z−Lρ) dz
(4.2)
≤ CρeaLe− 12 (x−Lρ)e− δρx . (6.24)
We next consider the second integral, which is over the region Aρ: by (3.6) and Fubini’s
Theorem we obtain
|I2| ≤ C
ρ
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)||h(z)|dy
≤ C
ρ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dy e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
y−x
ρ )
|h(z)| dz
+
C
ρ
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
|h(z)|dz .
To proceed we recall that for ξ ∈ (x− ρ ln 2, x) we have |h(ξ)| ≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ); also bearing in
mind the elementary inequality | ln(1− t)| ≤ Ct for t = e y−xρ ∈ (0, 12) we get
|I2| ≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|| ln(1− e y−xρ )|dy + Ce−(x−Lρ)
∫ x
x−ρ ln 2
e
−a
ρ
y
dy
≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ)
∫ x
−∞
e
y−x
ρ e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)|dy + Cρe−aρxe−(x−Lρ)
≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ)
(
e
− x
2ρ
∫ x
2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy +
∫ x
x
2
e
−a
ρ
y
dy
)
+ Cρe
−a
ρ
x
e−(x−Lρ)
(4.1)
≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ)
(
ρeaLe
− x
2ρ + ρe
− a
2ρ
x
)
+ Cρe
−a
ρ
x
e−(x−Lρ) . (6.25)
The third integral I3 is instead over the region Bρ: in this case using (3.8) one has
|I3| ≤ C
ρ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
−a
ρ
z
e
1−δ
ρ
(y−z)|h(y)||h(z)|dy
≤ C
ρ
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz e
δ−a−1
ρ
z|h(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
1−δ
ρ
y
dy
≤ Ce− 12 (x−Lρ)e− δρx
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
δ−a
ρ
z|h(z)|dz
(4.2)
≤ CρeaLe− 12 (x−Lρ)e− δρx , (6.26)
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where in the third passage we used the inequality∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
1−δ
ρ
y
dy =
ρ
1− δ e
1−δ
ρ
x
(
1− (1− e z−xρ )1−δ
)
≤ Cρe 1−δρ xe z−xρ ,
which holds since e
z−x
ρ ∈ (0, 12).
In order to bound the term I4, we use the result in Lemma 6.1, which gives in particular
|h(y)− h(x)| ≤ AL
ρ
|x− y|e− 12 (x−Lρ) for y ∈ (x− ρ, x).
Therefore
|I4| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz e
−a
ρ
z|h(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y−z
ρ
∣∣h(y)− h(x)∣∣dy
≤ ALe
− 1
2
(x−Lρ)
ρ2
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
dz e
−a
ρ
z|h(z)|
∫ x
x+ρ ln(1−e
z−x
ρ )
e
y−z
ρ (x− y) dy
≤ ALe− 12 (x−Lρ)
∫ x−ρ ln 2
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
e
x−z
ρ |h(z)|| ln(1− e z−xρ )|2 dz
≤ CALe− 12 (x−Lρ)
∫ x
−∞
e
−a
ρ
z
e
z−x
ρ |h(z)| dz
≤ CALe− 12 (x−Lρ)
(
ρeaLe
− x
2ρ + ρe
− a
2ρ
x
)
, (6.27)
where the last inequality follows as in the last passages of (6.25).
Finally, for the last term I5 we have, recalling that h satisfies the constraints (3.3),
|I5| ≤ 1
ρ
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
y|h(y)| dy
∫ ∞
x
|h(z)|dz + |h(x)|
∫ ∞
x−ρ ln 2
e
−a
ρ
z|h(z)|dz
(6.2)
≤ 1
ρ
∫ ∞
x
e
−a
ρ
y
e−
1
2
(y−Lρ) dy
∫ ∞
x
e−
1
2
(z−Lρ) dz + e−
1
2
(x−Lρ)
∫ ∞
x−ρ ln 2
e
−a
ρ
z
e−
1
2
(z−Lρ) dz
≤ C(1 + ρ)e−aρxe−(x−Lρ) ≤ Ce−aLe−aρ (x−Lρ)e−(x−Lρ) . (6.28)
By collecting (6.24)–(6.28), we eventually obtain a bound on the function H of the form
|H(x)| ≤ CLρ
(
e
− δ
ρ
x
+ e
− x
2ρ + e
− a
2ρ
x
)
e−
1
2
(x−Lρ) + Ce−aLe−
a
ρ
(x−Lρ)
e−(x−Lρ) ,
for a uniform constant C, depending only on the kernel, and a constant CL possibly depending
also on L. As we can assume that ρ is so small that
δ
ρ
> 1 ,
1
2ρ
> 1 ,
a
2ρ
> 1 ,
the proof of the lemma is completed. 
We are now in position to prove the explicit decay of the solution h at ∞.
Theorem 6.3 (Decay at ∞). There exist L2 ≥ L¯ and ρ2 : (L2,∞) → (0, ρ0) such that for
every L > L2 and ρ ∈ (0, ρ2(L)) the solution h to (3.2)–(3.3) determined in Theorem 3.1
satisfies
1
4e
−(x−Lρ) ≤ h(x) ≤ 2e−(x−Lρ) for all x ≥ Lρ (6.29)
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and
h(x) = kL,ρe
−x + o(e−x) as x→∞, (6.30)
for a positive constant kL,ρ, depending on L and ρ, with the property that |kL,ρ − 1| can be
made arbitrarily small by choosing L large enough and, in turn, ρ small enough (depending
on L).
Proof. By integrating (6.22) we have that h solves
h(x) = k0e
−(x−Lρ) + (1 + ρ)H(x)− (1 + ρ)
∫ x
Lρ
ey−xH(y) dy (6.31)
for x ≥ Lρ. The constant k0 can be computed explicitly:
k0 =
∫ ∞
Lρ
h(z) dz = 1−
∫ Lρ
−∞
h(z) dz ,
and since by Theorem 5.1∣∣∣∣ ∫ Lρ−∞ h(z) dz
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2∫ Lρ−∞ e−ψρ(z) dz (4.3)≤ 4eaL
∫ Lρ
−∞
e−ψρ(z)e−
a
ρ
z
Q(z) dz
(4.12)
= 4ρeaL ,
we see that, for fixed L, k0 → 1 as ρ→ 0.
We rewrite (6.31) in the following form:
h(x) =
(
k0 − (1 + ρ)e−Lρ
∫ ∞
Lρ
eyH(y) dy
)
e−(x−Lρ)
+ (1 + ρ)H(x) + (1 + ρ)
∫ ∞
x
ey−xH(y) dy . (6.32)
The last two terms on the right hand side of (6.32) decay faster than e−x as x→∞: indeed,
by Lemma 6.2 we have∣∣∣∣(1 + ρ)H(x) + (1 + ρ)∫ ∞
x
ey−xH(y) dy
∣∣∣∣
≤ (1 + ρ)A(L, ρ)
(
e−
3
2
(x−Lρ) +
∫ ∞
x
ey−xe−
3
2
(y−Lρ) dy
)
≤ 3(1 + ρ)A(L, ρ)e− 32 (x−Lρ) . (6.33)
Moreover, using once more Lemma 6.2 we obtain the bound∣∣∣∣(1 + ρ)e−Lρ ∫ ∞
Lρ
eyH(y) dy
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + ρ)A(L, ρ) ∫ ∞
Lρ
e−
1
2
(y−Lρ) dy = 2(1 + ρ)A(L, ρ) . (6.34)
The properties (6.29) and (6.30) follow now by combining (6.32)–(6.34), recalling the property
of A(L, ρ) stated in Lemma 6.2 and that k0 → 1 as ρ→ 0. 
We conclude the paper with the proof of the main result, Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let L2 and ρ2(L), for L > L2, be given by Theorem 6.3. We can
further select two monotone sequences (Ln)n≥3 and (ρn)n≥3 with the properties that
Ln →∞ , ρn → 0 , ρn ∈ (0, ρ2(Ln)) ,
and
lim
n→∞ kLn,ρn → 1 , (6.35)
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where kL,ρ is the constant appearing in Theorem 6.3.
We choose ρ∗ := ρ3. If ρ ∈ (0, ρ∗), then ρ ∈ [ρn+1, ρn) for some n. For this value of
ρ we then select hρ to be the solution to (3.2)–(3.3) in XLn,ρ given by Theorem 3.1. The
continuity of hρ follows from Remark 3.2, and moreover hρ enjoys the decay estimates (5.2)
and (6.29)–(6.30), proved in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.3 respectively. In particular, by
(6.30) we can write
hρ(x) = kρe
−x + o(e−x) as x→∞,
with kρ → 1 as ρ→ 0 thanks to (6.35). By the change of variables (3.1), we obtain a family
of solutions to (1.13) with the desired properties. 
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